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Campaign overview – An introduction to ‘it’s everyone’s journey’

The ‘it’s everyone’s journey’ campaign forms part of the Department
for Transport’s Inclusive Transport Strategy and supports our ambition
of achieving equal access for all on public transport.

The campaign aims to enable more disabled people to travel with confidence
by sharing the improvements being made on the ground and creating
a more supportive travel environment. Focused around a set of engaging
and relatable animations and illustrations, the campaign challenges the ways
we use public transport and encourages us to have a little more consideration
for our fellow passengers.
‘it’s everyone’s journey’ and COVID-19
As we start living with and managing coronavirus (COVID-19) we need to
remember that some people will rely on others to keep them safe as we
return to transport. The attitudes of others can make or break a journey
for a disabled person and we have an opportunity to encourage more
considerate travelling habits.
Ultimately, the campaign will benefit everyone who uses public
transport and aims to highlight that we can all play a part in making
public transport inclusive.
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Campaign overview – How you can support the campaign

Transport is at the heart of how we live our lives. It
helps us get to work, stay in touch with friends and
family, contribute to society and access vital services
like healthcare and education. COVID-19 has had a huge
impact on how we all use public transport, but it has
disproportionately affected disabled passengers.

– Increased clarity of what support services are available
to them
To help us increase the impact of the campaign, we are
asking partners to support us by:
S
 haring the materials – share the materials within
this toolkit across your channels to help us spread
the message. You could use them across social
media, your website or owned media.

Prior to the pandemic, 1 in 4 disabled people said that
negative attitudes from other passengers prevented them
from using public transport1. This lack of awareness and
support has the potential to create more problems, when
the new rules of travel require us all to be taking positive
steps to actively protect others.

C
 o-branding your campaigns and assets – use the
‘it’s everyone’s journey’ logo on communications
focused on inclusive transport. This will help to unite
activity under an umbrella brand, reach a wider
audience and deliver a bigger impact.

Travelling in a COVID-19 environment presented a number
of challenges for disabled people. As we start living with
COVID-19, we know that many would welcome:
– Greater public awareness and support of the
challenges that disabled people experience
while travelling

Independent. Confident. Connected. SCOPE, 2018

1

– Reassurance on what transport operators are doing to
keep everyone safe, sharing the steps they are taking
e.g. cleaning
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Campaign overview – How you can support the campaign

 reating and sharing real-life stories – provide
C
case studies which help us tell more of the story
around the campaign. If you are a transport operator,
share stories demonstrating the importance of
infrastructure or staff training improvements; if you
are a charity or organisation representing disabled
people, you can help us by raising awareness of the
needs of disabled people when using public transport
and how individual actions can make a difference.
By supporting ‘it’s everyone’s journey’, you can help us
start to deliver real change. We would also encourage
all partners to raise awareness and develop their own
communications on the inclusivity issues that matter
to them.
Alongside the campaign, the Department for
Transport also delivers the Inclusive Transport
Leaders Scheme which invites operators to apply for
official accreditation, encouraging and promoting
excellent practice in accessibility. For more details visit
Inclusivetransportleaders.campaign.gov.uk
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World of Difference ‘it’s everyone’s journey’ campaign materials –
Assets available and how to use them
A wide range of materials are available across print,
social and digital formats to represent the five different
messages the campaign aims to address:

You can share these across your channels, add them
to your website, display across owned media spaces
and use them to notify your internal staff.

1. Help make a world of difference

It is also possible to co-brand the materials.
For more information about co-branding see p19.
If you have a bespoke request please contact us at:
everyonesjourney@dft.gov.uk

2. A little patience makes a world of difference
3. A little consideration makes a world of difference
4. Having the confidence to travel makes a world
of difference
5. A little help makes a world of difference
The materials can be downloaded from the campaign site.

Help make a
world of difference
As we return to public transport,
some people rely on you to keep
them safe.
Where you can, please wear a
face covering and make space.
Remember, not all disability
is visible.

A little patience makes
a world of difference
For many of the 1 in 5 disabled people in
the UK, the attitude of others can make or
break a journey.
Remember, not all disability is visible.
A little extra time and consideration could
make a world of difference to everyone’s journey.
Let’s look out for each other.

Let’s be prepared to
help each other.

1

A little consideration
makes a world
of difference

Having the confidence
to travel makes a
world of difference

A little help makes
a world of difference

If you don’t need to be in a priority seat
or designated wheelchair space, please
keep them free for people who do.

Surfaces, buttons and handrails
are being regularly cleaned to
make everyone’s journey as
safe as possible.

For information on disabled passenger’s
rights and the support services available;
including passenger assistance, discounted
travel and accessible facilities
visit everyonesjourney.campaign.gov.uk

Remember, not all disability is visible;
it can make a world of difference to
someone if they don’t have to ask.
A little thought can go a long way.

2

3

Transport operators are working hard to
be there for you.

We know a little
peace-of-mind can make
a world of difference.

4

5
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Campaign assets – Animation

An animation has been created to lead the
campaign. It will appear across campaign social
channels and is available for you to use.

Animation

The animation contains scenes on train and bus
travel, but the messaging is relevant for all aspects
of the campaign and transport network.
When posting, please include #ItsEveryonesJourney
#WorldOfDifference and tag @IEJGov. This will help
to amplify the conversation and enable us to capture
your activity.
Usage is agreed until 30/04/22, UK only, Online and
Social (DfT and Partners – no paid for media) and PR.
To request the animation files please email the team
at everyonesjourney@dft.gov.uk
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Campaign assets – Audio announcements

We have provided copy for four audio announcements
to use across audio systems; this could include railway
or bus stations, on transport services or in stores.
The announcements remind passengers to adopt some
of the campaign messages and thank them for their
understanding.
Usage is agreed until 10/05/22, UK only, Online and
Social (DfT and Partners – no paid for media) and PR.
If you would like to use the audio announcements,
please download the files from the campaign site.
Patience
Remember not all disability is visible.
Being patient could make a world of difference
to everyone’s journey.
Let’s look out for each other.

Priority seats and spaces
If you don’t need a priority seat or designated wheelchair
space, please keep them free for people who do.
It can make a world of difference if someone
doesn’t have to ask.
A little thought can go a long way.
Cleaning and compliance
We’re regularly cleaning surfaces, buttons and handrails
to make everyone’s journey as safe as possible.
We know a little peace-of-mind can make a world
of difference.
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Campaign materials – Printable materials

Posters:
A range of posters are available in different formats.
There are five versions available in the formats below
which display the different messages the campaign aims
to highlight:
•

5 x A3 posters

•

5 x A4 posters

•

5 x 6-sheet poster

Help make a
world of difference
As we return to public transport,
some people rely on you to keep
them safe.
Where you can, please wear a
face covering and make space.
Remember, not all disability
is visible.

A little patience makes
a world of difference
For many of the 1 in 5 disabled people in
the UK, the attitude of others can make or
break a journey.
Remember, not all disability is visible.
A little extra time and consideration could
make a world of difference to everyone’s journey.
Let’s look out for each other.

Let’s be prepared to
help each other.

A little consideration
makes a world
of difference
If you don’t need to be in a priority seat
or designated wheelchair space, please
keep them free for people who do.
Remember, not all disability is visible;
it can make a world of difference to
someone if they don’t have to ask.
A little thought can go a long way.

Download the materials from the campaign site.

Having the confidence
to travel makes a
world of difference

A little help makes
a world of difference

Surfaces, buttons and handrails
are being regularly cleaned to
make everyone’s journey as
safe as possible.

For information on disabled passenger’s
rights and the support services available;
including passenger assistance, discounted
travel and accessible facilities
visit everyonesjourney.campaign.gov.uk

Transport operators are working hard to
be there for you.

We know a little
peace-of-mind can make
a world of difference.
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Campaign materials – Social materials

Facebook, Twitter and Instagram:
Materials to share across social media are available in
formats optimised for Facebook, Twitter and Instagram.

A little consideration
Help make a
A little help makes
A little patience makes
Having the confidence
world of difference makes a world of difference
a world of difference
to travel makes a world of difference
a world of
difference

There are five versions of each format to represent
the five different messages the campaign aims
to highlight.
•

5 x Static Facebook visuals

•

5 x Static Twitter visuals

•

5 x Static Instagram Visuals

When posting, please include #ItsEveryonesJourney
#WorldOfDifference and tag @IEJGov. This will
help to amplify the conversation and enable us to
capture your activity.
We’ve provided suggested captions for you to use
when posting (see p11). Alternatively, you could
tailor the supporting copy to tell your own inclusive
transport stories. Don’t forget to include alt text to
describe the image to those using screen readers
(more info on p20).
Download the materials from the campaign site.

Facebook visuals

Help
A little patience

make

Having the confidence
makes
to travel makes
a a worlda world
of difference of difference
world of difference

A little consideration
A little help
makes a world makes a world
of difference of difference

Twitter visuals

Help make

A little patience makes
Having the confidence
a world
to travel makes a world of difference
of difference
a world of
difference

A little help makes
A little consideration
world of difference
makes a world ofa difference

Instagram visuals
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Campaign materials – Suggested social post copy

Suggested social captions:
We have provided some suggested copy for you to
use when sharing the assets.
1		Some people rely on you
to keep them safe. Where
Help make
you can, please make space.
a world
#ItsEveryonesJourney
of difference
#WorldOfDifference

2		Remember, not all disability
is visible; being patient could
A little patience
make a world of difference
makes a world
to everyone’s journey.
of difference
#ItsEveryonesJourney
#WorldOfDifference

4		We’re regularly cleaning surfaces,
buttons and handrails to make
everyone’s journey as safe as
Having the confidence
possible. #ItsEveryonesJourney
to travel makes a
world of difference
#WorldOfDifference

5		
For information about support
A little help
makes a world
of difference

services available, including
passenger assistance, bus passes
and exemption schemes visit
everyonesjourney.campaign.gov.uk
#ItsEveryonesJourney
#WorldOfDifference

3		If you don’t need a priority seat
or designated wheelchair space,
please keep them free for people
A little consideration
makes a world
who do. #ItsEveryonesJourney
of difference
#WorldOfDifference
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Campaign materials – Digital materials

Digital materials
Materials are available for use across digital channels,
such as your website or owned digital screens.

Download the materials from the campaign site.

Help make a
world of difference

In some instances, there are five versions of each
format to represent the five different messages the
campaign is delivering. Don’t forget to include
alt text to describe the image to those using
screen readers (more info on p20).
•

5 x MPU (Link the MPU to the campaign site:
https://everyonesjourney.campaign.gov.uk/)

•

5 x Leaderboard (Link the leaderboard to
the campaign site: https://everyonesjourney.
campaign.gov.uk/)

•

5 x Landscape OIS screens

•

5 x Portrait OIS screens

If you would like a specific format not listed above
for use across one of your digital channels then
please email us on everyonesjourney@dft.gov.uk

As we return to public transport,
some people rely on you to
keep them safe.
Where you can, please wear a
face covering and make space.
Remember, not all disability
is visible.
Let’s be prepared to help
each other.

MPU

Portrait OIS screen

Leaderboard

Help make
a world
of difference
As we return to public transport, some
people rely on you to keep them safe.
Where you can, please wear a face
covering and make space. Remember,
not all disability is visible.
Let’s be prepared to help each other.

Landscape OIS screen
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Campaign materials – Template notice for your website

You can add the notice to your website to show your
support for the campaign. You may want to add it to
your home page, to your accessibility pages or to your
news pages.
<header> ‘it’s everyone’s journey’ –
making a world of difference
Public transport is at the heart of how we all live our
lives. And at <ORGANISATION NAME> we want public
transport to be truly inclusive so disabled people can
travel as easily and confidently as everyone else.
The ‘it’s everyone’s journey’ campaign aims to enable more
disabled people to travel with confidence, by challenging
the way we use public transport and encouraging us to
have a little more consideration for our fellow passengers.

Prior to the pandemic, 1 in 4 disabled people said that
negative attitudes from other passengers prevented them
from using public transport1. The new return to public
transport provides a unique opportunity to be more alert
to the needs of those around us, as we all take positive
steps to actively protect others.
We hope the campaign will encourage us all to play our
part in making public transport more inclusive, and help
make a world of difference.
To find out more about the campaign,
visit everyonesjourney.campaign.gov.uk
#ItsEveryonesJourney
1

Independent. Confident. Connected., SCOPE, 2018

The key messages include:
• Being prepared to help each other
• Being patient with each other
• Being prepared to give up a priority seat
• Providing reassurance around regular cleaning routines
• 	Raising awareness of support services available across
the network
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Campaign materials – Template e-bulletin content

You can tailor the template e-bulletin content to share
within your communications to your customers:
– to show your support for the campaign
– to highlight how improvements to your services and
infrastructure align with the ‘it’s everyone’s journey’
campaign or
– to showcase your own good news stories.
<header> ‘it’s everyone’s journey’ –
making a world of difference
Public transport is at the heart of how we all live our
lives. And at <ORGANISATION NAME> we want public
transport to be truly inclusive so disabled people can
travel as confidently as everyone else.

The ‘It’s everyone’s journey’ campaign aims to enable
more disabled people to travel with confidence, by
challenging the way we use public transport and
encouraging us to have a little more consideration for
our fellow passengers. The key messages include:
• Being prepared to help each other
• Being patient with each other
• Being prepared to give up a priority seat
• Providing reassurance around regular cleaning routines
• 	Raising awareness of support services available across
the network
Prior to the pandemic, 1 in 4 disabled people said that negative
attitudes from other passengers prevented them from
travelling1. The return to public transport provides a unique
opportunity to be more alert to the needs of those around
us, as we all take positive steps to actively protect others.
We hope the campaign will encourage us all to play our
part in making public transport more inclusive, and help
make a world of difference.
To find out more about the campaign, visit
everyonesjourney.campaign.gov.uk
#ItsEveryonesJourney
1
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Independent. Confident. Connected., SCOPE, 2018
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Campaign materials – Internal communications

Assets for your internal audience:
There are a range of materials available for you to
use to update your internal teams.
Share the objective of the campaign with your
employees, let your teams know how you are getting
behind the campaign and how your own planned
improvements and good news stories align with
‘it’s everyone’s journey’.
If your employees are customer-facing, it will be
especially important for them to understand the
movement we are creating and the positive impact
it will have on passengers’ lives.

Help make a
world of difference
As we return to public transport,
some people rely on you to keep
them safe.
Where you can, please wear a
face covering and make space.
Remember, not all disability
is visible.
Let’s be prepared to
help each other.

A4 poster

The following assets are available:
•

Communication to internal staff (A4 poster)

•

Email footer

Email footer

Download the materials from the campaign site.
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Campaign materials – Template communication to internal staff

This copy has been written for use across internal channels
such as staff intranet pages.
<header> ‘it’s everyone’s journey’ –
making a world of difference
We’re aware that many disabled people have also been
disproportionately affected by COVID-19 across many
areas of their lives including accessing and using public
transport. We want public transport to be truly inclusive
so disabled people can travel as confidently as everyone
else so we’re supporting ‘it’s everyone’s journey’ from the
Department for Transport.
As part of this support, we’re aiming to raise awareness of
the steps transport operators are taking to keep everyone
safe, such as regular cleaning routines and the continued
availability of assistance services. We are also encouraging
everyone to make small changes to their habits when
travelling. This includes:

Please try to adopt these behaviours when you’re
travelling as a passenger and encourage our customers to
do so too, where possible.
Remember, it’s everyone’s journey, and it’s the responsibility
of all of us to ensure our services are as safe, accessible and
inclusive as possible.
By working together, we can make a world of difference
and create a more inclusive travel environment for
disabled passengers.
To find out more about the campaign, visit
everyonesjourney.campaign.gov.uk
#ItsEveryonesJourney

• Being prepared to help each other
• Being patient with each other
• Being prepared to give up a priority seat
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The ‘it’s everyone’s journey’ logo

The campaign logo has been
designed to be accessible to the
broadest audience possible. As well
as being bright and engaging, the
colours chosen for the brand logo
are also accessible for people with
visual impairments.
Please use the assets in the primary
campaign colours: yellow and
black. If the primary colours are not
suitable for co-branded materials,
we have supplied all assets in the
secondary blue and white campaign
colours as an alternative.
Full information on how to use the
logo can be found in the brand
guidelines on the campaign site.
To request the logo files for inclusion
on your materials email us at
everyonesjourney@dft.gov.uk
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Supporter badge

The supporter badge has been
created to help signal your
organisation’s support and
involvement in the campaign. Please
use the badge across internal and
external communications including
your organisation’s website, intranet,
emails or printed assets.

g
n
i
t
r
o
Su p p

Full information on how to use the
logo can be found in the brand
guidelines on the campaign site.
The supporter badge files can be
downloaded from the campaign site.
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Campaign co-branding

You can co-brand the assets by adding
your organisation’s logo to the artwork,
demonstrating your support for the campaign
and highlighting your commitment to improving
the travelling environment for disabled people.

1/20

1/20

Size
We use a flexible system to accommodate our
wide variety of formats. The logo should be
a fraction of the format’s shortest width.
For example, on a typical A0 portrait poster,
the logo would be 1/5 of the poster’s width.
The ‘it’s everyone’s journey’ logo is
recommended to be 1x height of the partner
logo. Choose a size that works best.
Position
We always sign off with our logo so that it
appears to the right of the partner logo(s).
Choose whichever works best with your design.
Margins
We set our margins to 1/20 of the
communication’s longest edge.

YOUR LOGO
HERE

YOUR LOGO
HERE

1/5

YOUR LOGO
HERE

YOUR LOGO
HERE

1/5

X1

If you would like to create co-branded versions of the materials, please download the open artwork files from the
campaign site.
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A little help makes
a world of difference

Displaying accessible content

Language
Write in language that’s as simple as possible.

Avoid:
– using photos that contain a lot of detail or in
which the foreground and background are not
different on well
public
transport, but
contrasted

Things
may accessible
be a little
Simple language makes your
document
to people with cognitive impairments
and hard to be
we’re working
learning difficulties.

there for you when you need us.
– putting text over images

For information
about changes to– the
And research shows that everyone
prefers simple
fitting text around images if this means lines of text
language, including specialist
audiences
it
network
andbecause
the support
services available,
start in a different place.
allows them to understand information as quickly
including passenger assistance and face
as possible.
covering exemption cards, visit
Where you need to use technical
terms, abbreviations
everyonesjourney.campaign.gov.uk
or acronyms, explain what they mean the first time
you use them.

We know a little assistance
can make a world of difference.

Images
Online images need alternative text (alt text). If you
use an image to convey information that is essential
to understanding the pageThank
contentyou
– forfor
example,
a
your support
diagram that explains something
–
include
alt
text
and for following thethat
latest
gives screen reader users the same information. If an
to help
image is purely decorative guidance
or is explained
in thekeep
text on
the page, use empty alt text
– indicated
by”” (a pair of
everyone
safe.
double quotes with no space).
Make illustrations and photographs as large as possible
without being grainy.
‘it’s everyone’s journey’ toolkit guide
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Terminology dos and don’ts

The words we use about other people say a lot about
the way we see each other and ourselves, however
particular terms can offend people unnecessarily.

Avoid

Use

(the) handicapped, (the)
disabled

disabled (people)

Say ‘disabled people’ not ‘people with disabilities’
The term ‘disabled people’ is a political term people
with impairments use to emphasise the social cause
and nature of their exclusion.

afflicted by, suffers from,
victim of

has [name of condition or
impairment]

confined to a wheelchair,
wheelchair-bound

wheelchair user

mentally handicapped,
mentally defective, retarded,
subnormal

with a learning disability
(singular) with learning
disabilities (plural)

able-bodied

non-disabled

the blind

people with visual
impairments; blind people;
blind and partially sighted
people

fits, spells, attacks

seizures

hidden disability

non-visible disability

People with impairments are disabled by society, not
their impairment. Therefore, it is preferable to say ‘not all
disability is visible’ instead of ‘not all disabilities are visible’.
Words to use and avoid
Avoid passive, victim words. Use language that respects
disabled people.

For more guidance and a full list of terminology that is best
used, please visit gov.uk/government/publications/inclusivecommunication/inclusive-language-words-to-use-and-avoidwhen-writing-about-disability
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Evaluating the campaign

We will be carrying out a full evaluation of the
campaign’s impact and as part of this work we would
like to capture as much of the support from our partners
as possible.
In order to help us build an accurate picture of the
campaign’s success, please share as much information
as possible about your activity with us by emailing
everyonesjourney@dft.gov.uk

• Any investment you have made in the campaign, 		
either through internal costs or hard costs such as 		
printing of assets
Please do also share any responses to your campaign
activity as we are really keen to understand how
it has been received by your customers and stakeholders.

This could include:
• Any press coverage which you have generated 		
which references the campaign and its reach
• Any activity you have undertaken on social media, 		
along with any reach and engagement metrics 		
which you can share
• Any instances where you have used campaign 		
assets on your website and the number of visits or		
clicks those pages have received
• Any inclusivity campaigns which you have aligned 		
to ‘it’s everyone’s journey’ through the use of the 		
logo, and the reach and impact of those campaigns
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Contact us

If you would like additional guidance or support in
creating new or extending existing activity, please
contact us by emailing everyonesjourney@dft.gov.uk
Visit gov.uk/everyonesjourney to find out the
latest campaign news.
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